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Accomplishments of the of the 2006 Legislative
Session - Because you cared enough to join the
fight!!
•

Stopped language in SJR 1918 which would have allowed the repeal of Amendment 3
from the Constitution, with transfer to statute. This would have allowed the measure to be
challenged in court as unconstitutional. Voters overwhelmingly passed Amendment 3 in
2004 and thereby limited attorney contingency fees in medical liability cases. The result has
been a significant stabilization of the medical liability insurance market.

•

Killed SB 2678, which would have provided for the licensure of naturopaths in
Florida.

•

Stopped HB 485, by Representative Farkas, that would have allowed ARNPs to
prescribe controlled substances.

•

Stopped SB 570 , a proposal for pharmacists to administer flu shots to patients.

•

Stopped a proposal (HB 881) that would have allowed foreign trained physicians to
practice as physicians in Florida without completion of an ACGME residency.

•

Stopped a proposal SB 271 that would have made it more difficult for a physician to selfinsure.

•

Stopped several amendments run by Senator Jones to impose draconian penalties, including a mandatory $100 fine, for minor offenses related to physician profiles. The amendment also would have made it more difficult to self-insure.

•

One of the most important proposals that were stopped included a well-intentioned
anti-fraud measure that would have required most physician offices to become
licensed and regulated as a clinic.

•

We sidetracked a proposal that would have required licensure for hearing interpreters, increasing the cost to physicians, and decreasing their availability, making
it even more difficult to comply with the ADA requirement to provide an interpreter.

•

SB 1216/HB 699 The bill dramatically changes the CME requirements for Florida
physicians. The bill also makes it more difficult for ARNPs and PAs to set up independent practices without physician supervision.

•

2007 off to a good start - Stopped HR3617 Last-minute congressional
action stops Medicare physician payment cut that would have
threatened seniors' access to care.

Protecting the practice of medicine is a constant battle. As a Member of the Manatee County Medical Society
and as an FMA member you help to ensure that physicians are adequately represented during the Legislative
Session. Please encourage all physicians to join the fight.

TOGETHER WE ARE STRONGER
Manatee County Medical Society
Florida Medical Association
American Medical Association
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE—MANUEL RODRIGUEZ, MD

Letter from the President
Dear Colleagues,
First of all, thank you for giving me the opportunity to serve as your president. Secondly, many thanks to Jennifer
McCullen for her hard work last year, we should consider ourselves fortunate to have had her at the helm for 2006.
As we go forward, the House of Medicine has many challenges. These challenges will not be met nor defeated by
only speaking of them. We need to meet them head on with all our vigor and all our assets. YOU ARE AN ASSET. As distasteful as it is, money too is an asset in this arena, which is one of the reasons we need to continue
growing our membership.
The Medical Society has and will continue to work on behalf of the physician and the patient. We need all physicians to rally together. We all need to make a significant effort in the recruitment of new members; we need current
members to give their fullest to maximize the potential of our great organization.
Some of our specific challenges for the upcoming year or so include: Medicare reimbursements, tort reform- at the
state and federal levels, pay for performance, intrusion of patient care by non-physicians and the many challenges
right here in our county. For our colleagues who are not members of the society who say ‘the medical society doesn’t do anything for me’- they are flat wrong. The medical society is involved in all of these issues.
Physicians, through their county, state and national societies have had tremendous victories. These victories are in
no way enough, but our profession would be at a higher level of crisis without them. Examples include, repeal of the
past several years of proposed Medicare cuts. If it were not for you and your colleagues around the nation Medicare
reimbursements would be at least 15% lower today. Repeal of these cuts is in no way enough, we need raises and
we are working toward that goal. We do have state Tort reform, we would all agree it is not what we want but it is
something. Our liability premiums have lowered or stabilized in recent years due to your hard work. Pay for performance would already be upon us at the federal level if it were not for strong opposition by organized medicine.
Non-physicians attempting to expand their scope of practice have had few victories due to your persistence to protect the patient. As for county issues, we continue to support our medical staff leadership at our local hospitals and
lend any assistance requested.
The House of Medicine has made strides and is growing stronger. We should not be satisfied, however, should be
encouraged by the victories we have claimed in recent years. In some ways, to have a satisfied membership would
be disastrous. Together we must continue to work toward the same goal- Strengthening of the House of Medicine.
TOGETHER WE ARE STRONGER,

Manuel Rodriguez
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TAKING TIME TO CARE FOR OUR COMMUNITY

Community Haven for Adults
and Children with Disabilities
Were recipients of our 100th
Year Celebration Fund Raising
event in November.

Pictured are: CHAC Board President, Jeff Eslinger; CHAC Executive Director, Peggy Connell; Alliance Board Member and NEW CHAC Board Member, Maureen Fasoli;and Alliance
member and CHAC Board Vice Chair, Julie Rothfeld

The Rubonia Day Care was also a recipients of
the100th Year Celebration. The Mardones,
Pennebacker and Rodriguez children and their
mothers volunteered to make Christmas a
special day by helping with crafts and reading to
the children of the day care center.
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2007 MEMBERSHIP
MEETINGS
Tuesday, March 27
Bradenton Country Club
Thursday, May 24th
Mangrove Grill-Social
Tuesday, August 28th
Bradenton Country Club
Saturday, November 17th
Holiday Ball
Tuesday, November 27
Bradenton Country Club
*2007 Meetings are subject to

change
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Last-minute action stops Medicare physician payment
cuts that threatened seniors’ access to care
Dear Members,
Thanks to the nearly 1 million contacts from patients and physicians, Congress passed legislation to
stop next year’s drastic 5 percent Medicare physician payment cut by maintaining the current 2006
payment level.
Had the 2007 cut taken effect, nearly half of physicians told the AMA they would have been forced to
limit the number of new Medicare patients in their practices. In other words, the cut would have created an access crisis for America’s seniors.
The legislation also stops additional Medicare cuts to rural physicians, sets aside funds to avert cuts in
2008, and initiates a physician quality reporting program. On this last point, the AMA will work
closely with the incoming Congress to address concerns with the current quality reporting framework.
After the vote, AMA Board Chairman Cecil Wilson, MD, said: “Today’s action provides an important
but temporary reprieve for seniors and the physicians who care for them. The AMA renews its commitment to work with Congress, the Administration and senior groups on a more permanent solution
to the flawed Medicare physician payment formula. The time is long overdue to devise a sound financing system for the Medicare program so we can avoid this annual struggle to preserve seniors’ access
to care.”
Thanks again for all that you did this past year to stop these cuts.

Together we are stronger!

Board Certified Physician
seeking part-time work
Leonard Bibberman, MD
Internal Medicine-Florida
License
(941) 387-3150
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Editors Message—Frank Loh, MD

Shorts Short Us
My last editorial was about the NPI (National Provider Identifier); let’s look at another vexing
three letter abbreviation – the SGR.
As doctors we are proficient abbreviators, after all we can write entire progress notes in initials, eg: A 78 yo
WF h/o HTN CAD DM ESRD c/o SOB CP & BRBPR; pretty straight forward note isn’t it? From residency days,
we also have unflattering medical abbreviations such as GOMER and SSDD (same “stuff” different day). Some of
our abbreviations have become part of the vernacular such as: MRI – magnetic resonance imaging; ED – errectile
dysfunction. My favorite non-medical abbreviation, scuba, is also an acronym (an initialism that forms a word):
meaning self-contained underwater breathing apparatus. I also like self explanatory abbreviations like: FAQ and
CYA. And the internet has sparked hip abbreviations like: gtg – got to go; lol – laugh out loud; or imho – in my
humble opinion.
Unfortunately, in our profession there are also abbreviations that are not self-explanatory, not hip, and not beneficial like: SGR – sustained growth rate; MEI – medical economic index; RUV – relative unit value. And imho these
initialisms have resulted in a medical economic system that is fubar.
I suppose it could be worse instead of an onerous abbreviation we could be saddled with an onerous long word like
floccinaucinihilipilification (29 letters) appropriately, meaning something that is worthless. The longest initialism
noted in the Guinness Book of World Records is: Niiomtplaboparmbetzhelbetrabsbomonimonkonotdtekhstromont;
it’s Cyrillic from the debunked Russian Bureaucracy meaning “The laboratory for shuttering, reinforcement, concrete and ferroconcrete operations for composite-monolithic and monolithic constructions of the Department of the
Technology of Building-assembly operations of the Scientific Research Institute of the Organization for building
mechanization and technical aid of the Academy of Building and Architecture of the USSR."
From an equally faulty governmental policy – this time, in our own country - the Balanced Budget Act of 1997
(BBA) created a federal law requiring Medicare payments to physicians to be modified annually using a factor
known as the sustainable growth rate (SGR). This factor ties physician reimbursement to 4 variables (brace yourself):
The estimated percentage change in fees for physicians’ services.
The estimated change in the average number of Medicare fee-for service beneficiaries.
The estimated 10 year average annual growth in real gross domestic product (GDP) per capita.
The estimated change in expenditures due to changes in law or regulations.
Then in turn, the SGR is factored into the performance adjustment factor (PAF) for a given year that compares
actual and target expenditures. The PAF is used to calculate our change in reimbursement:

PAF2006 =

Target2005 – Actual2005
______________________________

x 0.75 +

Actual2005

Target4/96-12/05 – Actual4/96-12/05
_______________________________
x 0.33
Actual2005 x (1 + SGR2006)

Congratulations if you got through that. What does this mean?
These are complicated formulas with target expenditures aimed to limit the total cost of Medicare. The bottom line
is that the SGR puts a cap on the cost of Medicare ignoring the fact that there are an increasing number of beneficiaries with increasing needs. Furthermore, these formulas have nothing to do with how much it actually costs us to
do business; it has nothing to do with how much our overhead is; it has nothing to do with reality.
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Editors Message Continued
However, by the rules of these formulas, in each of the last 4 years we have faced 4-5% cuts in reimbursement and
only with last minute repeals by Congress in each year have we averted cuts. Yeah! But while cheering for not losing
income we are distracted from realizing that we have not had increases to keep up with inflation; so we’re still losing
out. Furthermore, we are being held hostage annually, wondering what is going to happen to our reimbursement each
year.
You may ask: what can your medical society do for you?
On this issue, your medical society has rallied our society members and their patients to call Congress to voice their
concerns on how the SGR would negatively affect medical care. FYI, our membership meeting in December, at the
Mangrove Grill, Dr. Peter Carmel, AMA Foundation President, delivered a comprehensive explanation of the deleterious effects of the SGR. Emails were sent to the membership, flyers were made for patients, and both contained the
information needed to urge Congress to repeal the SGR. This lead to nearly 1 million calls nationwide and on December 8th the expected 5% cut scheduled for 2007 was repealed.
And as you are asking what your medical society can do for you, it would be kind to ask: what can you do for your
medical society? Did you make a call? Did you get your patients to make a call? Did you know this was going on? If
you answered yes to any of these questions then thank you. If you answered no to any of these questions, then you’re
welcome.
Some abbreviations are convenient but dangerous short cuts that need to be phased out; we can no longer use
“qD” (quaque die). The SGR is another abbreviation that needs to be eliminated. Hopefully, through sustained efforts
we can urge Congress to not just make yearly stays on the SGR cuts but to permanently retire the SGR formula.

FUBAR - used before World War II by repairmen sent out to repair phone booths – for “fouled” up
repair.

beyond

Formula from the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) Office of the Actuary.

Do you have a physician in
your office who is not
a member?
Please let us know and we’ll be
happy to bring a new member
packet for their review—
it’s that simple!!
755-3411 or e-mail
liz.gatlin@manateemed.org
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HAPPY
VALENTINES DAY!
February 14, 2007

Reminder…..
Daylight Saving Time Begins
March 11, 2007

HAPPY
St. PATRICK’S DAY
MARCH 17, 2007
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Yours, Mine and Ours:
Stepfamily Finances Require Plenty of Planning
By Karin A. Grablin, CPA, CFP®, MBA

When two people with kids decide to get married, the emotional side of the equation is already complicated. How will the kids get
along under the same roof? How will parents handle disciplinary issues, particularly when the other spouse’s kids are the target?
How will ex-spouses be involved in the new blended family?
And then, there’s the money. How will you and your spouse pay for your kids’ college tuition? What happens if you or your
spouse dies suddenly?
Any couple needs to consider emotional and money issues before they say “I do,” but for blended families, getting a financial plan
in place before the wedding is especially important. Consider bringing in a financial planner to discuss the following:
Getting credit histories out in the open. Any marriage, not just remarriage, requires both spouses to admit to their debts and
assets no matter whether they plan to merge those assets or keep them separate. The couple should sit down to discuss their
financial affairs well before the wedding. Based on the couples’ respective credit histories, they may have to consider how to divide up ownership of planned joint properties and accounts to obtain the best lending rates possible.
Dealing with child support and alimony. Many remarried couples with children either pay or are paid child support for a designated period per their prior divorce agreements. Couples should discuss how this will impact the blended family in terms of fairness.
Getting a prenup. As prenuptial agreements become more common between people who have never married before, remarrying
couples might need them even more. In most cases, one or both members of a remarrying couple have assets they’re bringing
into the marriage that they want to protect if the marriage ends – a home, cash, investments. And if there are children from a previous marriage involved, safeguarding assets necessary to their education or their financial support needs to be spelled out.
Working immediately on an estate plan. There are many good reasons to develop an estate plan at the time you and your future spouse are developing a prenuptial agreement – one agreement actually informs the other. Estate planning is necessary because many remarrying couples may still have younger children to provide for, and if one spouse dies, then custody issues might
arise between the ex and the current spouse if arrangements are not spelled out beforehand. An estate plan is particularly necessary if remarrying spouses vary considerably in age – if the younger spouse is the surviving spouse, they may end up with a single
parent providing for an entire blended family. Also, when adult children from previous marriages are involved, the couple needs to
focus closely on beneficiary issues for retirement accounts and insurance policies.
Paying kids’ expenses. People who have been divorced may have particular worries about financial dependency, and those
need to be aired well in advance of marriage. These concerns and biases come into sharp focus when a child’s everyday expenses or big outlays like healthcare, or tuition need to be paid. If one remarried spouse makes less than another, the idea of “you
pay for your kid, I’ll pay for mine” can become troublesome.
The remarrying couple might want to consider bringing their ex-spouses into the picture and possibly drawing up some formal
agreement with them if they’ve not already addressed such expenses in their divorce and child support settlements.
Paying household expenses. Couples in remarriage need to address how bills will be paid, how debts before the marriage will
be paid off, how investments must be made and how spending must be controlled. Putting such issues on the table early are key
to any marriage’s success.
Keeping an eye on the IRS. Remarriage doesn’t eliminate tax problems that involve former spouses. Individuals who filed tax
returns with former spouses take responsibility for the accuracy of those returns, and problems like under-reported income and
unjustified deductions may haunt the new marriage later. Some financial planners and tax preparers may advise clients who bring
substantial assets into a marriage, or suspicion that a former spouse could cause tax trouble, to use the “married, filing separately”
designation as a possible protection. It is critical to obtain professional advice if there are potential “injured spouse” or “innocent
spouse” claims.
As complicated as family finances can be these days, it is best to consult an experienced financial professional about these issues
early in the process – before real problems arise.
Karin Grablin, CPA, CFP®, MBA is with Dictor & Martin, Two N. Tamiami Trail #608. in Sarasota (906-7222) and is a registered representa14a registive & investment advisory representative wit, and offers securities through, Linsco/Private Ledger (LPL), member NASD, SIPC and
tered investment advisor. LPL and their representatives do not offer tax advice.
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We are a web-based medical transcription provider,
serving our local communities and nationwide facilities since 1993. All work is performed within
the United States, using only U.S.-based transcriptionists. We offer 4-24 hour TAT, telephone/tollfree dictation, digital handheld recorders, fax distribution, and more... utilizing the latest in technology. We are "your transcription prescription!"
Digital Access Transcription, Inc.
1891 Porter Lake Drive #112
Sarasota, Florida 34240
(941) 487-2540
www.datmts.com

Come soak up the Sun…the 2007 MediSun!!
OFFICE MANAGERS – SUPPORT STAFF

May 18 & 19, 2007
~ Tradewinds Island Resort, St. Pete Beach ~
*We have gift certificates available
The two-day conference will address topics such as billing, human resource issues, staff morale, and risk management. We believe this endeavor will be very
beneficial to your staff which will, in turn, help improve your practice and the
quality of care for your patients.

If you have any questions, please contact
Liz Gatlin at the MCMS 755-3411
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS ABOUT
WORKERS COMPENSATION
We are often asked the same questions regarding workers compensation coverage so here I will try to answer the
most common ones that puzzle employers:
Why do I need to buy workers compensation?
The State of Florida requires mandatory coverage on all employers who have more than 3 employees. The
state does not care if they are part time or full time, they count ‘noses’. If you do not purchase the coverage and
are randomly selected by your quarterly payroll reports to be audited, you can be fined. But the best reason you
should buy the coverage is to protect yourself as an employer. Workers are prevented from suing their employers and the workers’ compensation company handles all of the medical treatment and lost time from work due
to an accident related injury.
What is a Experience Modification Factor?
This is a ratio that the company that keeps track of the data (NCCI) determines by looking at your company’s
loss experience (claims) in relation to your base premium and losses incurred by other companys in the same
classification code. It applies greater weight to accident frequency rather than severity but looks at both factors
on an annual basis. If your experience modifier is over ‘1’ your premium will be surcharged. If it is under '1’
your premium will receive a discount. For example, a 1.2 experience modifier means that your premium will
have a 20% surcharge for claims experience in your company’s history. The claims drop off after 4 years after
payment.
Besides the Experience Modifier, can I save money on my premium any other way?
There are two ways to earn up front discounts on your workers compensation premium. If you have an established safety program wherein you have regular employee meetings and document any safety concerns, you can
earn a 2% discount on your premium. There is a 5% discount for those employers who have established a Drug
Free workplace in accordance with the State’s requirements. This usually means drug testing all applicants and
at reasonable suspicion. Records must be kept for both of these programs to be viewed at audit time.
Another way to reduce premium is to exempt the corporate officers from your policy. This involves filing a
request with the state to ‘exempt’ the officer from coverage. One thing to consider, however, is whether the
company’s health insurance will also deny coverage for a work related accident or incident if someone has voluntarily excluded themselves from coverage. It is possible to purchase 24 hours coverage from your carrier so
you can drop the work comp coverage but make sure adequate disability coverage is also in place.
Next time, I will cover the topic of audits. In the meantime, if you have any questions, please feel free to call at
our toll free number 1-800-741-5170.
Elizabeth “Liza” Battaglia, MBA is General Lines Agent with Professional Benefits, Inc. who works with
members of the County Medical Societies in Southwest Florida to help them earn dividends on their workers
comp premium. You can contact her at liza@professionlbenefits.org
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Official Publication: Editor: Frank Loh, MD, Designer: Liz Gatlin
Vocal Chords is published quarterly by the Manatee County Medical Society, Inc.
4808 26th Street West, Bradenton, FL 34207. The opinions expressed in articles published are those of individual authors and do not necessarily reflect official policies of
the MCMS, its staff or members. Advertising in Vocal Chords does not imply endorsement by the MCMS. The Editor reserves the right to accept or reject any articles
or advertising matter.
Phone: 941-755-3411, Fax: 941-753-1399
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My Legislative Community

Governor Charlie Crist (R)
Office of the Governor The Capital
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0001
(850)488-4441
Fax: (850)487-0801
Email: Charlie.crist@myflorida.com
Chief of Staff: Kathleen Shanahan

U.S. House of Congress

Congressman Katherine Harris (R)
District 13, covers Manatee, Sarasota, Hardee, Desoto, and Charlotte
counties.
Local Address: 1112 Manatee Avenue West, Bradenton, FL 34205
(941)747-9081, Fax: 749-5310
Washington Address: 116 Cannon House Office, Washington, DC,
20515
(202)225-5015, Fax: (202)226-0828
Email: katherine.harris@mail.house.gov

State Legislatures

Representative Bill Galvano (R)
District 68, cover western portion of Manatee County
Local Address: 1023 Manatee Avenue West, Suite 715, Bradenton,
FL 34205
(941) 708-4968, Fax: (941)708-4970
Tallahassee Address: 214 House Office Building, 402 South Monroe
Street, Tallahassee, FL 32399-1300
(850)488-4086
Email: galvano.bill@myfloridahouse.gov

Representative Ron Reagan (R)
District 67
Local Address: 7011 15th Street East, Ste. 3-1, Sarasota, FL 34243
(941)727-6447, Fax: 727-6449
Tallahassee Address: 402 House Office Building, 402 South Monroe
Street, Tallahassee, FL 32399-1300
(850)488-6341, fax: none
Email: reagan.ron@myfloridahouse.gov

Representative Donna Clarke (R)
District 69, covers southern Manatee, University Parkway, Sarasota to
approx.
Local Address: 1991 Main Street, Suite 208, Sarasota, FL 34236
(941) 955-8077, Fax: 373-7452
Tallahassee Address: 1101 The Capitol, 402 South Monroe Street,
Tallahassee, FL 32399-1300
(850) 488-7754
Email: clarke.donna@myfloridahouse.gov

U.S. Senators

Senator Mel Martinez( R-FL)
State Address: Orlando Office, 315 East Robinson Street
Landmark Center 1, Suite 475, Orlando, FL 32801
Phone: (407) 254-2573
Washington Address: United States Senate
Russell Senate Office Building - Courtyard 2
Washington, DC 20510
Phone: (202) 224-3041, Fax: (202) 228-5171
Email: mel.martinez@senate.gov

Senator Bill Nelson (D-FL)
State Address: 225 East Robinson Street, Suite 410, Orlando, FL
32801
(407)872-7161, Fax: (407)872-7165
Washington Address: 716 Hart Senate Office Building, Washington, DL,
20510
Phone: (202)224-5274, Fax: (202)228-2183
Email: bill.nelson@senate.gov

State Senators

Senator Mike Bennett (R)
District 21, covers parts of Charlotte, Desoto, Lee, Manatee and Sarasota Counties.
Local Address: 3653 Cortez Road West, Bradenton, FL 34210
(941) 727-6349
FAX: (941) 727-6352
Tallahassee Address: 216 Senate Office Building, 404 South Monroe
Street, Tallahassee, FL 32399-1100
(850) 487-5078
Email: bennett.michael.web@flsenate.gov

Senator Lisa Carlton (R)
District 23, covers parts of Charlotte, Manatee and Sarasota Counties
Local Address: 2127 South Tamiami Trail, Osprey, FL 34229-9695
(941)486-2032, District wide: (888) 349-3042
Fax: (941)486-2050
Tallahassee Address: 412 Senate Office Building, 404 South Monroe
Street, Tallahassee, FL 32399-1100
(850) 487-5081
Email: carlton.lisa.web@flsenate.gov

Senator Les Miller, Jr. (D)
District 18, covers parts of Hillsborough, Pinellas and Manatee
Local Address: 2109 Palm Avenue, Tampa, FL 33605
(866) 254-6892
Fax: (813) 272-2833
Tallahassee Address: 222 Senate Office Building, 404 South Monroe
Street, Tallahassee, FL 32399-1100
(850)487-5059
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Email: miller.lesley.web@flsenate.gov
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